Here is a PDF file that contains information on how to get information on your own time - at your
own pace - for using your Embrilliance software.

Embrilliance youtube channel: www.youtube.com/Embrilliance
1. Bookmark the channel in your browser so you can get easy access
2. Sign in to your google account so that you can SUBSCRIBE to the channel! This will send
you an email AUTOMATICALLY whenever a new video is posted to this particular channel!
When you are signed in, you can also LIKE videos and save them to your OWN personal Playlist
for easy access!
3. Playlists - Embrilliance has grouped similar videos together to create a playlist so you don’t
have to search so much! Quick Tips is a great playlist of short sweet how to videos - watch often
and I bet you learn something new (or if you’re like me remember something you forgot you
knew - and yes, I made the videos and rewatch my own videos often!)
Each program has a playlist and by logging in you can create a playlist of YOUR favorite videos
in an organizational structure that makes sense to you!
4. Search - this limits your search to JUST the Embrilliance channel! If you search on Knockdown
stitching on our channel, you will only find videos that we have on Knockdown stitches - you
won’t be shown fight videos of wrestlers getting knocked down
Lisa’s Youtube channel www.youtube.com/LisaSewBubbles
contains a playlist of the Afterhours Recordings for those not on Facebook
Lisa’s Website: www.Sew-Bubbles.com
“Search Blog” link in the right column and type in what it is you want information on Alignment lines or Enthusiast or Density Repair Kit and hit Enter. If there is a blog post on
the topic, it will find it :-)
Be as general as possible to find the blog posts.

Facebook - lots of ways to create private accounts • use generic name
• no personal information - leave blank
• go through the privacy settings and set it up so you don’t share publicly
• Only accept friend requests FROM YOUR FRIENDS
• Be MINDFUL of what you click on and what you share.
If it looks too good to be true, it is.
• Costco is NOT giving everyone that shares the post a $75 gift card.
• You are NOT featured in this youtube video no matter who says you are.
• Facebook is not taking possession of all photos and even if they were, sharing a post
saying you don’t give permission isn’t going to help :-)
• join groups and answer questions - if your profile has generic info and you have have no
friends answer the questions saying this:
“question: what machine do you have?” Your answer should be something like “I have a
Brother PR-1050 and I only use Facebook for machine embroidery so I have no friends or
personal info in my profile. I am a real person”

1. Choose to LIKE page to the right of this is a button that says FOLLOW, click it.
2. Get notifications
3. See them first
4. When you visit the page, there are resources like videos that may or may not be on youtube.
They are stored under Videos
Embrilliance & SewBubbles are good pages to follow - TECH SUPPORT IS ON THE WEBSITE
Groups - Brilliant Embrilliance and StitchArtist Digitizing Fans - go to these group pages to find
similar options for joining and following and getting notifications

